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Some Recent Books on the Qur'an by Western Authors 
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The number of studies on the Qur'an that have appeared in the West 
and have been authored by Western writers during the past decade or 
so exceeds those that appeared in the preceding several decades. The 
basic reason seems to be the increased Western perception of the 
importance of Islam as a world phenomenon (which, to an extent, at 
least, reflects the increased and sharpened Islamic consciousness within 
the Muslim world itself). Since the Qur'an stands at the very heart of 
the Islamic system, it has understandably received considerably 
increased attention. Curiously, however, little that is new has come out 
in the same period by way of study of the Prophet Muhammad who 
also stands at the heart of Islamic consciousness both as bearer of the 
Qur'an Revelation and giver of the Sunna or model conduct for a 
Muslim. This may be because in the previous two decades several 
works had appeared on the biography and performance of the Prophet, 
particularly by Montgomery Watt. The present emphasis on the 
Qur'an, therefore, represents a change of mood and not the fact that 
anything like full justice has been done to the Prophet's performance 
and its meaning. 

Since writings on the Qur'an have different purposes in mind, these 
works naturally fall into different categories. For example, there are 
several works- indeed, the majority of writings under review- written 
by Christian scholars with some express Christian motivation and aim 
in view. Then there are works devoted to the formation and collection 
of the Qur'an text-that is, dealing with its history. In this category 
also fall attempts at a literary analysis and structure of the sacred text. 
The only work that deals with the meaning of the Qur'an in itself- 
without any external point of view and apart from the German transla- 
tion by the same author-is Rudi Paret's Koran-Kommentar which we 
merely mention here. Finally we shall also take notice of two works 
by Western writers concerning some specific exegeses of the Qur'an by 
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Muslims. This relative lack of attention to the content and message of 
the Qur'an on the part of Western scholars is a fact which I have also 
underlined in the introduction to my Major Themes of the Qur'a-n. 1 

The above categorization is essentially to serve the purpose of facility 
of treatment in the present essay; otherwise, these categories overlap. 
For example, among the works written with an explicit Christian aim, 
there are to be found those that meet standards of sound and excellent 
scholarship and profundity of understanding, like Jacques Jomier's Les 
Grands Themes du Coran,2 which is calculated to make the meaning of the 
Qur'an accessible to the Western mind and, in particular, to Chris- 
tians; while there is a work like Claus Schedl's Muhammad undJesus3 
which is at times so esoteric that its writer seems to be a Christian Ibn 
cArabi. Within each category, therefore, works show remarkable 
differences in terms of approach, scholarly objectivity, depth of insight, 
et cetera. 

Finally, there are certain works which do not deal directly with the 
Qur'an but are either extensions of and intimately related to a certain 
Qur'an interpretation or assume a certain specific view about the 
Qur'an. Thus, John Wansbrough's The Sectarian Milieu does not treat of 
the Qur'an as does his Quranic Studies but of the biography of the 
Prophet, but the same method of literary analysis is applied, the same 
preoccupation with earlier Jewish religious literature is exhibited, 
calling the Prophet's biography "salvation history," and the same 
eccentric conclusion is drawn about the "unhistoricity" of early Islamic 
historiography. Similarly, Hagarism, by Crone and Cook,4 is an essay 
about the rise and nature of Islamic civilization but takes its point of 
departure from Wansbrough's conclusion about the late composition of 
the Qur'an. The authors, therefore, seek to illuminate the origin of 
Islam from two passages taken from two early non-Muslim sources 
which are mutually contradictory: in the one the real Prophet 
presented is not Muhammad himself but the second Caliph CUmar, 
Muhammad being only CUmar's precursor, while according to the 
second passage, Muhammad himself appears as the Prophet. 

While these works will naturally not be reviewed here, I have explic- 
itly mentioned them to draw the reader's attention to the current state 

Rudi Paret, Koran-Kommentar (Stuttgart, 1971); Fazlur Rahman, Major Themes of the Qur'an 
(Minneapolis: Bibliotheca Islamica, 1980), pp. xvi, 180 (hereafter Major Themes). 

2 Jacques Jomier, Les Grands Themes du Coran (Paris: Le Centurian, 1978). 3 Claus Schedl, Muhammad undJesus (Vienna, 1978). 
4 John Wansbrough, The Sectarian Milieu. Content and Composition of Islamic Salvation History, 

London Oriental Series, no. 34 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), and Quranic Studies: 
Sources and Methods of Scriptural Interpretations, London Oriental Series, 31 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1977); Patricia Crone and Michael Cook, Hagarism: The Making of the Islamic 
World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977). 
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of the art of Qur'anic studies in Britain. Ironically, such attempts, in 
the judgment of the Qur'an itself, are no more than Ahwa' uncontrolled 
desires and wishful thinking with a singular indifference to canons of 
sound scholarship and objectivity. While intellectual originality is a 
primary demand of all scholarly and scientific work, it has to be sternly 
differentiated from weaving speculative cobwebs and arguing for pre- 
conceived ends. 

CHRISTIAN WORKS ON THE QUR AN 

The first work to be noted is Johan Bouman's Gott undMensch im Koran.5 
This is a sort of response to Hendrik Kraemer's statements in his Chris- 
tian Message in an Unchristian World6 about the nature of the Islamic con- 
cept of God and its consequences in terms of what Kraemer regards as 
the impossibility of any "genuine religious anthropology" in Islam. 
Kraemer's book provoked a series of criticisms from Western authors. 
One of these, by Dirk Bakker, titled Man in the Qur'an, tried to expound 
the Qur'anic doctrines of creation and afterlife to determine man's situ- 
ation and his relationship to God.7 Bakker, however, had declared the 
basic truth of Kraemer's thesis to be unexceptionable and had tried, 
within those limits, to assign a certain worth to human existence in the 
Qur'an. Bakker's work is, on the whole, informative but its procedure is 
rather literal and, not infrequently, quite superficial. Thus, for 

example, since the Qur'an often says that God created the heavens and 
the earth (sometimes also "and whatever is between them" is added) in 
"six days," but in 41,9-12 it states that God created the earth in "two 
days," its mountains and food-giving sources in "four days," while he 
produced the heavens in "two days"-the total becoming apparently 
eight instead of six-Bakker (Bakker, p. 5) comments on 41,9-12 that 
it took God more time because he had to do more work! This, despite 
the fact that the Qur'an affirms that, in order to create things, God does 
not take time but creates by his simple word "Be" (e.g., 2,117; 3,47, 59; 
19,35, etc.). A similar example of such mechanical and superficial 
understanding is to be found in R. Blachere who, in his Introduction au 
Koran,8 insists that because the Qur'an often states that one day where- 
in the Spirit and the angels rise up to God is equivalent to one thousand 
years of human reckoning, while in 70,4 this time span is given as 
being equivalent to fifty thousand years of human reckoning, Muslims 

5 Johan Bouman, Gott und Mensch im Koran, Impulse der Forschung (Darmstadt, 1977). 6 Hendrik Kraemer, Christian Message in an Unchristian World (London: Edinburgh House 
Press, 1947). 7 Dirk Bakker, Man in the Qur'an (Amsterdam, 1965). 8 R. Blachere, Introduction au Koran (Paris, 1947). 
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must have increased this latter span on their own in order to make the 
Last Judgment appear more remote! This, despite the fact that the 
Qur'an is not speaking about the Day of Judgment in the verse under 
consideration. 

Kraemer's classic passage, which appears to have inspired retreat- 
ments of the theme such as Bouman's work and on the basis of which he 
has drawn the conclusion concerning lack of a basis in Islam for a 
"genuine theological anthropology," is as follows: "It is a very curious 
thing to note that in the really religious conceptions of Islam one can 
point to what might be called a process of super-heating. The concep- 
tion of revelation in its ruthless consequence is super-heated. The same 
can be said about the conception of God. Islam is theocentric, but in a 
super-heated state. Allah in Islam becomes white-hot Majesty, white- 
hot omnipotence, white-hot uniqueness. His personality evaporates 
and vanishes in the burning heat of His aspects. The de-personalized 
aspects, although of course not devoid of the personal connotation con- 
nected with Allah, are the real objects of religious devotion. The sur- 
render to Allah, the fundamental religious attitude of Islam, has the 
same quality of ruthlessness. This hyperbolic theocentricity ... derives 
from the fact that man has no real place in the relation of God and 
man..." (quoted in Bouman, p. 4). 

That this statement is based on later theological formulations, partic- 
ularly AshCarism rather than the Qur'an, is quite obvious at the first 
glance. For the Qur'anic God is not only white-hot Majesty and Power 
but equally white-hot Mercy and Compassion, something which is 
strewn all over the pages of the Qur'an. Again the transcendence of 
God, which is very basic to the teaching of the Qur'an, is balanced by 
the statements of the Qur'an that God is nearer to man than his jugular 
vein (50,16), that whenever any person calls on him, he is there to 
respond (2,186). In the face of this fact what has driven Kraemer to the 
statement given above is undoubtedly his Christian belief in the 
divinity of Jesus and its attendant dogmas. The only way to have a 
"genuine religious anthropology" is to believe that Jesus shares in the 
Divinity, a dogma sternly rejected by the Qur'an. 

Bouman, in turn, has made a bona fide and systematic attempt to 
state and analyze the Qur'anic doctrine of the relationship between 
man and God. This relationship is examined at three levels: God's 
activity as Creator, as he who provides revealed guidance for man, 
and, finally, asJudge. Bouman finds that the most basic element in the 
Qur'anic concept of God is his absolute and sovereign power. It is 
obvious that Bouman's postulates and hence his procedures do not 
differ from those of Kraemer or Bakker. The essential trouble with this 
position is twofold. First, the Qur'anic teaching is viewed as a doctrine 
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or dispensation about God, whereas the Qur'an constantly proclaims 
that it is a guidance for man, not a dissertation about God. Second, 
God and man are seen as rival agents, one working at the expense of 
the other. Like the Muctazilites and the Ashcarites, these Christian 
writers are also of the firm belief that the more freedom a man has, the 
less God has, or the more power God has, the less man has: "This prob- 
lem once again illustrates [both] the possibility and the limitations of a 
Qur'anic anthropology. It is always in danger of being stifled by the 
numinous omnipotence of God, yet this omnipotence gives back to 
human will sufficient room for action to be able to establish a reciprocal 
relationship" (p. 180). This passage climaxes the entire preceding dis- 
cussion by the author of God's relationship to man. After insisting that 
in creation and revelation, it is God's power and sovereignty that are in 
play, he investigates (pp. 151 if.) the meaning and limitations of God's 
compassion, forgiveness, and love for man. He tells us that, while 
God's compassion also exists in God's activity of creation and sending 
down guidance, his forgiveness and love are strictly within the sphere 
of divine judgment. First of all, it needs to be pointed out that, while 
the Qur'an does say repeatedly that the creation is an expression of 
God's omnipotence, it reiterates equally emphatically that it is an 
expression of God's mercy. For the Qur'an, therefore, God's power is 
not more ultimate than his mercy-the impression under which our 
author labors throughout the book. Indeed, wherever the Qur'an 
emphasizes God's power alone, it is against the pagans who want to 
assign a share of God's power to their godlings (which is then 
extended to the Christian conception of the divinity of Jesus), and who 
doubt the possibility of resurrection (cf. my Major Themes, particularly 
chaps. 1 and 4). 

Nor is the term "numinous" used by Bouman apparently as equiva- 
lent to or concomitant of "transcendent" accurate in describing the 
Qur'anic God. The word "numinous" as used by modern Western 
theologians implies an underlying and basic sense of the uncanny: this 
is why the numinous produces both dread and fascination. This is 
absolutely foreign to the Qur'anic God who is perfectly intelligible 
through his creation of the universe, producing sustenance for man and 
sending guidance and hence inspiring both love and obedience. 
Although he remains transcendent (as well as omnipotent), there is 
nothing uncanny about him. What this transcendence means is the 
infinitude and inexhaustibility of possibilities in God: he has created 
this universe out of his Power-Mercy, but he is capable of creating an 
infinite number of universes, and those possibilities man, at least in his 
present situation, cannot even conceive. Yet, man must concede that 
the All-Powerful and All-Merciful who has created this universe is 
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capable of creating an infinitude of other forms of existence and life: 
"The day when the earth shall be transmuted into something else and 
the heavens as well" (14,48); "We have appointed for you the death and 
none may excel Us in that We shall transmute your models and re- 
create you in forms you do not know. You already know the present 
[form of your] creation, so why do you not take a lesson from this?" 

(56,60-62). 
The Qur'an, therefore, does not say that exactly this being of man 

will be repeated in the hereafter but offers a developmental point of 
view. Certainly, it often talks as though these very bones will be resur- 
rected, but it mostly does so in response to the Meccans' objections to 

physical resurrection. It is also in this developmental perspective that 
the "weighing of deed-sheets" of people emerges as fully meaningful: 
the transformation of human existence into other forms is possible, but 
primarily on the basis of"what your hands have earned," as the Qur'an 
puts it frequently. 

It is from this perspective that Bouman's treatment of judgment in 
the Qur'an appears truncated. He explores judgment in the last part of 
his work to discover "how much free room for action man has" (p. 180) 
and, after disposing of man in the garden and in hell fire, ends his book 
with the statement: "So remains, at the end of time, Allah in His 
Uniqueness and Justice and the blissful destiny of man can be attained 
by believing in and fearing this Lord of all Time" (p. 256). This is how 
the Qur'anic anthropology has ended up. Of course, for the Qur'an, 
man can never become God, but it does uphold a doctrine of human 
development in "new forms" on the basis of man's righteous, insightful, 
and productive actions wherein he is constantly and decisively helped 
by God. As we said at the outset, Gott undMensch im Koran is a work of 
careful and systematic scholarship, but unfortunately its understanding 
of the Qur'anic perspective on man is vitiated, at least partly, through 
its Christian preoccupation. 

Whereas Bouman's book claims to be a purely scholarly treatment of 
the Qur'an in order to find the grounds therein for a "genuinely reli- 
gious anthropology," Jacques Jomier's Les Grands Themes du Coran is an 
attempt by a seasoned French Dominican scholar to make the Qur'an 
accessible both to the mind and the heart of a Christian reader. By the 
"major themes," therefore, Jomier means those great signposts which 
will help a Christian to orient himself to the Qur'an. In his conclusion 
(pp. 123-26), Jomier tells us that, after this introduction of his Chris- 
tian readers to the Qur'an, there are two choices open to them. One can 
undertake a comparative-historical investigation of the issues common 
to the Qur'an and to Jewish and Christian doctrines. The stumbling 
block here would be the different Christian and Muslim perceptions of 
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Jesus, which lead to a sterile apologetic confrontation. Or, second, one 
may study the Qur'an in itself, which must be done with care and 
humility (p. 125). It is in this approach that the author sees hope and 
where he sees his own contribution, the proviso being that one does not 
study the topography of the Qur'an only by examining lifeless minute 
details but rather studies it like an illuminated landscape-this 
approach, even though partial, yields more intense understanding. 

Jomier is superbly correct in his characterization of both approaches. 
The "apologetic-confrontation" approach is undoubtedly sterile, even 
though many "ecumenicians" take this road. It smacks more of a busi- 
ness transaction than of genuine understanding. Muslims say to Chris- 
tians, "We accept Jesus as one of the greatest prophets, as God's Spirit 
and his Word - even though this does not entail for us his acceptance as 
God or his incarnation-but you, Christians, do not accept Muhammad 
at all." Now, this, of course, does not make of Muslims true Christians 
according to Christians. Christians then come back and say to 
Muslims, "Oh yes! We are quite prepared to accept Muhammad as 
Prophet, but you still do not accept Jesus as God incarnate." At this 
point Muslims feel they have the sticky end of the bargain, for how can 
they acknowledge someone as God in exchange for their Prophet being 
acknowledged as a Prophet! Besides, the Muslims suspect the Chris- 
tians' sincerity, for how can Muhammad be a Prophet for Christians if 
he decisively rejects Jesus' divinity, belief in which Christians claim to 
be the center of their dogma? 

Jomier's own book is a highly scholarly, sensitive, and profound 
example of the second approach he has advocated in the conclusion of 
his book, namely, that Christians study the Qur'an in itself. After an 
introduction where he describes the several levels on which the Qur'an 
makes its impact on Muslims -its intellectual meaning, its beauty and 
grandeur of expression, and its "religious magic" evoked by its reci- 
tability-the author speaks about the Qur'an in general terms, of its 
nature, compilation, and the unusual respect in which it is held by all 
Muslims. The Qur'an is said to rest on a human-religious basis that 
creates the relationship between Muslims and God through a light 
which constitutes man's encounter with God (pp. 7, 126). Next, having 
set the beginnings of the Qur'anic Revelation in the Meccan 
background and the development of the early Islamic doctrine around 
the two poles of the unity of God and man's responsibility for a future 
life (pp. 17-32), the author details the Qur'anic theme of the medita- 
tion on nature and the duty of man to be grateful to God (pp. 33-34). 
Jomier notes that God has not only created the universe but he 
incessantly creates and rules the entirety of his creation (p. 38), after 
citing a passage from Sura 16, which is commented on at length both in 
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substance and form. Chapters on Adam, Abraham, and other prophets 
follow, ending in the Jesus of the Qur'an, "the Son of Mary." 

Jomier speaks of a doctrine of "election" in the Qur'an-in connection 
with Mary and others and states that election is a correlate of God's 
being all-powerful and merciful and of the gratuity of his favors (p. 90). 
I have discussed this concept in my Major Themes of the Qur'an in several 
places (particularly p. 56) and argued that the term "election" in the 
Qur'an is a religious interpretation of a configuration of natural causes 
and that there is no arbitrary choice on God's part, although, of course, 
in a basic sense the very existence of the universe is an expression of the 
primordial mercy of God. The Qur'an, in fact, rejects unilateral elec- 
tion of any person or people as I have amply documented (Major 
Themes). 

Again, although Jesus is termed by the Qur'an "God's Word" or 
"Word of God," an expression used only for him among the prophets, it 
is not correct to interpret this term as "The Word of God," as Jomier 
does (p. 92). Nor is it true to say thatJesus was sent only to the children 
of Israel, as the author has it (p. 93). The Qur'an, of course, insists that 
every prophet is sent to his people and gives God's message in the 
tongue of his people (see, e.g., 14,4). However, all prophetic messages 
have a universal import and must be believed by all humanity: it is the 
standard Qur'anic doctrine that one may not accept some prophets and 
reject others, for prophethood is indivisible. Hence, the common 
Muslim belief that prophetic teachings before Islam were all merely 
local phenomena does not square with the Qur'an. What is true is that, 
despite the idea that all prophets have been preaching essentially the 
same message, namely, monotheism, the Qur'an does seem to suggest 
that there has been a sort of evolution in human religious consciousness 
and that a community of old cannot be judged by the standards of a 
new revelation. The Qur'an, therefore, is the most consummate and, 
in that sense, universal revelation. 

It is in this light that Jomier's assertion (p. 99) that the aim of the 
Qur'an was to give to the Arabs what the Torah had given to Jews or the 
Evangel had given to Christians, thus removing the Arabs' "inferiority 
complex," vis-a-vis the earlier communities, is unacceptable. He cites 
6,156 in his support; but the very next verse, 6,157, speaks of the 
Arabs' desire to get a new divine dispensation so that they might be 
"better guided" than the earlier communities, and exactly the same idea 
is stated in 35,42: "They used to swear with all their strength that if a 
warner should come to them they would certainly be better guided than 
any other community...." 
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This brings us to Kenneth Cragg's The Event of the Qu?an. 9 Cragg has 
written many works on Islam during the past quarter-century. He 
writes as a Christian, but unlike Jomier, does not necessarily or, at 
least, exclusively writefor Christians: he tries to understand the world 
of the Qur'an in itself and for himself and then writes for anyone who 
may care to appreciate it or, rather, appreciate his appreciation of it. 
The Event of the Qur'a-n is a work about the Qur'an, but it is at least as 
much a part of Cragg's cultivated spiritual autobiography. It is charac- 
terized by a depth of sensitivity and a consequent finesse of under- 
standing that appear unique to the present writer; also, it has grown 
over the years: a comparison of the Event with the same author's Call of 
the Minaret'0 will easily bear out this statement. But then that book was 
written by a Christian missionary, while this is the work of a man who 
may not be a full citizen of the world of the Qur'an but is certainly no 
foreigner there either-let alone an invader! This book, as Cragg him- 
self puts it, has been written "as a Christian's deep reckoning with his 
neighbor's Scripture." 

In the body of the work, the teaching of the Qur'an is interwoven 
with the historical background and historical developments. But, in 
order to see the Qur'an in itself, the author disengages it from its 
relationship with earlier communities and their books and concentrates 
on its pagan context alone. Now, it is true that, at least in its earlier 
years, the Qur'an was engaged, at least overtly, exclusively with the 
Meccan pagans. But certainly since the middle Meccan period, Jews 
and Christians appear tangibly therein. And in Madina, about 40 
percent of the Qur'an is concerned with the "People of the Book." Cragg 
goes so far as totally to alienate the Qur'an from the Old and the New 
Testaments, although the Qur'an not only explicitly and repeatedly 
owns these books along with the prophets but also calls itself their pro- 
tector (5,48). Cragg rewrites the Qur'anic "People of the Book" as 
"People of (their) book," while the Qur'an insists that belief not only in 
the Old and New Testaments (and the Psalms) but in all revealed 
books is integral to faith in the Qur'an. While, therefore, this facilitates 
for the author an acute and excellent understanding of the Qur'an in its 
relation to paganism, this is done at a big cost. 

Yet, with all the subtlety with which Cragg analyzes and interprets 
the meaning of the Qur'an, his one-sided concentration on the Arab 
dimension cannot fail to distort his perspective. Although he does not 
deny the universality of the Qur'anic Message, he holds strongly to the 
view, held by many an orientalist before him, that the Prophet was 'for 

9 Kenneth Cragg, The Event of the Qur'an (London: Allen & Unwin, 1971). 10 Kenneth Cragg, Call of the Minaret (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1956). 
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the unlettered," i.e., the Arabs (p. 617; Cragg's italics). Again, although 
he does affirm that Islam was not just a departure from the older 
Semitic monotheisms, but a new departure, he still thinks that the pos- 
sibility of the success of Islam lay in the failure of Jews and Christians 
to reckon with the Arabian situation. This position is close to that of 
Jomier and is faulty for the same reason, namely, a failure to take 
account of the fact that, although there had been proselytization 
attempts among the Meccans, they had failed because these latter 
wanted a new religion whereby they "would be better guided than the 
earlier communities." 

As a result of this approach, Cragg also comes to accentuate dispro- 
portionately the political side of Islam. This thread runs throughout the 
book. His argument is a little more explicit and sophisticated than that 
of orientalists who have interpreted Islam e silentio as an Arab national 
phenomenon, which view seeks justification for interpreting the nature 
of the beginning of Islam in the light of what it came to be in the end- 
an Arab political community based on a religion: "On every count and 
with proper safeguards, it was an Arab theme and must so be told" (p. 62; 
italics mine). That the entire religious history of mankind from Adam 
throughJesus, appealed to constantly by the Qur'an, was worked up to 
build the Arabs - that this is an exact counterpart of Jewish electionism 
Cragg himself is anxious to deny of Islam: "That which does not make 
Gentiles of others cannot start by acquiescing in the label for itself.... 
Its Arabness does not mean the imitation ofJewish ethnic particularity" 
(p. 61). 

But the most serious distortion of the Islamic perspective as religion 
arises when Cragg elaborates his thesis, in the final chapter of the book, 
that the Qur'an, since it was revealed only to one person (unlike the 
Bible which stretches over generations), does not make enough room 
for failure and frustration but only for eventual success. He thinks (pp. 
176-77) that if, for example, the ShTca experience of failure could have 
become part of the Islamic Revelation, the latter would have been 
more complete. This understanding of the Qur'an is not correct. I have 
demonstrated in Major Themes of the Qur'a-n (particularly chap. 5) that 
the Qur'an represents two polar moods (or angles of vision) - that of 
the possibility of failure and that of the necessity to succeed. Both are 
attributed to God but the unfailing effort is enjoined on man. Given 
this effort, the conviction is expressed that God will succeed, not so 
much man: "God helps those who help Him" (47,7, for example). Nor 
have the ShYca been content with failure as the final outcome of their 
historical existence: witness the upsurge of the Sh7Ti feeling of victory 
since February 1979. 
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But there is a far more serious facet to this problem. Referring to the 
absence from the Qur'an of the Old Testament Prophets like Amos, 
Hosea, the Isaiahs, and Jeremiah-the prophets of failure-Cragg 
attempts to make the case that there is a profound religiosity in these 
figures: "Prophecy becomes the critic and the accuser of the state and 
cannot achieve itself in coalition [with the state]" (p. 175). Now, 
according to the Qur'an, what is ultimate for man is to discover God's 
will and then to implement it through a community and the commu- 
nity's political organization. Thus, both the community and the state 
are only derivative realities from the religious truth, that is, God's will. 
For the Qur'an, unless there are individual humans with faith and 
Taqwa (the religiomoral personality) - the basic stuff of Islam-there 
can be no Muslim community, let alone a Muslim (or Islamic) state. 
For the Qur'an, the basic trouble with Jews and Christians was that 
they had come to identify the truths of their revelations with 
themselves, and it warns Muslims not to do so. Under such an ideal, 
there cannot be a contradiction between Islam and the actual Muslim 
community/state. In fact, to speak of "coalition" between religion and 
state in Islam is wrong: state in Islam is nothing per se if it is not a 
vehicle and an instrument of Islam. What has led Cragg to this position 
is that, as we pointed out earlier, he has started from a distorted 
perspective, namely, to take the Arab political phenomenon to be the 
raison d'etre of Islam. 

We now come to two works very different from those of Jomier and 
Cragg. These two are also written by Christians, but, instead of 
attempting to understand the Qur'an on its own terms, they under- 
stand it through Jesus and the Christian doctrine. Both are very 
sympathetic to Islam but at the same time seek to baptize the Qur'an 
and the Prophet. The first of these is The Koran in the Light of Christ by 
the Franciscan Father Giulio Basetti-Sani. Basetti-Sani had earlier 
been penalized by his order for writing the book Mohammed and St. 
Francis, 1 but was rehabilitated thereafter. In the first part of the present 
book, the author sketches out his own spiritual development vis-h-vis 
Islam and notes his conversion from a traditional violent anti-Islamic 
attitude to a new "understanding," through the influence of Louis 
Massignon. But the object was to save the Muslim soul through Christ 
rather than condemn it through him. It is revealing of the historic 
Catholic antipathy toward Muslims that, after his return to Rome from 
Egypt in 1950, the director of Basetti-Sani's seminary in Rome said to 
him, "In the eighteen years [that] I have been in Rome, I have met most 

1 Giulio Basetti-Sani, The Koran in the Light of Christ (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 
1977), pp. xiii, 223, and Mohammed and St. Francis (Ottawa, 1959). 
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of the missionaries when they returned from China, India or Japan. 
They always spoke with great sympathy for the people. But I have 

hardly ever heard a missionary returning from a Muslim country speak 
well of the Muslims. You can understand, then, why many are a little 
surprised [and, as the author himself says, suspicious] to hear you speak 
so highly of Mohammed and the Muslims" (pp. 22-23). 

Contrary to the generality of modern Western scholars, Basetti-Sani 
believes that there were manyJews, indeed, a large Jewish community, 
in Mecca and that the Qur'an had first addressed the Jews before it 
addressed pagan Arabs (see the contrast with Cragg's view, presented 
above). He sees allusions galore in the Qur'an to Jews, Judaism, and to 

Jesus (pp. 109 ff.). From the Qur'an's critique of the Jews he finds that 
these latter were Sadducees (p. 107) but wrongly states that the Qur'an 
represents them as having no expectation of a messiah (p. 108; see my 
Major Themes, chap. 8). Interpreting the oaths of the Qur'an as visions (p. 
110), the author claims the fig and the olive mentioned in Qur'an 95,1 to 
be, respectively, the fig which is the symbol of Israel and which remained 
untouched by the apostolate of Jesus and the Mount of Olives, "the 
witness of Jesus' passing triumph, on the eve of his passion" (p. 111). 

After the chapter titled "Introduction to the Koran," where a brief 
description or outline of the content of the Qur'an is given and where 
heavy emphasis is laid on a symbolic interpretation of the Qur'an, 
Basetti-Sani gives, in part 3, a symbolic meaning of the Qur'an "In the 
Light of Christ," while he admits, "It is almost impossible to find points 
of contact between Christianity and Islam in the traditional Muslim 
interpretation of the Qur'an" (p. 99). Examples given here of the fig and 
the olive illustrate this exegesis. Finally, in part 4, the author discusses 
the new official attitude of the Catholic Church toward Islam and 
advocates further pursuit of the lines of Qur'anic interpretation that he 
has initiated. 

The final work to be considered in this category of Western works on 
the Qur'an is Claus Schedl's Muhammad undJesus. In this almost-six- 
hundred-page work, approximately two dozen Suras of the Qur'an are 
closely analyzed. The book is divided into three parts: the first is titled 
"Muhammad's Prophetic Call," the second, "The Christology of the 
Meccan Period," and the third, "The Christology of the Madinan 
Period." In the case of each Sura, the overall structure and the form of 
the Sura is briefly attempted, followed by a discussion of the themes. 
The labor that has gone into the work must have been very considerable. 
Yet, the work suffers basically from a subjectivism that seems incurable. 

Schedl's basic thesis is that Muhammad was from the beginning to the 
end a Christian but represented and developed a peculiar form of 
Christianity-the Eastern, Nestorian form which was much nearer to 
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Judaism than the Roman or the Byzantine forms of Christianity. In the 
foreword, after stating at the outset that the work seeks to carry on a 

dialogue with the Muslims in pursuance of the decree of the Second 
Vatican Council, the author declares that no adequate christology of 
the Qur'an can be worked out on the basis of those passages alone 
which mention Jesus explicitly, as has been done by scholars so far, 
since Jesus is ever present in the Qur'an: "The more one studies [the 
Qur'an], the stronger one's impression that Muhammad, from the 
beginning of his call to his very end, simply never cut himself loose 
from Jesus" (p. 6). In accordance with this conviction, Schedl finds 
Jesus in Sura 96, which according to Islamic tradition was the first to 
be revealed to Muhammad. Commenting (p. 52) on verses 9-10 of the 
Sura, which, according to tradition, refer to some early opponent of 
Islam in Mecca who tried to prevent the Prophet (or one of his follow- 

ers) from praying in the Kacba, our author states, without any further 
ado, that these verses refer to Satan who tried to prevent Muhammad 
from praying to God in the Cave of Hira', just as he had attempted to 
tempt and waylay Jesus in the desert, adding, "such concretizations are 
mostly a proof for the fact that Muslims no longer fully understand the 
pristine text." 

In fact, we seem to have in Schedl something like an approximation 
to a Christian Ibn CArabi'! His knowledge of Western materials on the 
Qur'an is undoubted: he compares the various Western translations 
and interpretations of the Qur'an and verses in order to get at the "true" 
meaning; he may choose one or another of the offerings or he may 
reject them all. For example, on page 78, while interpreting the first 
verse of Sura 73, he quotes all the variant translations of the phrase "O 
you enwrapped one" (addressed to the Prophet), rejects them all, and 
then tells his readers that the phrase refers to the fact that the Prophet 
used to wear a mantle during his nocturnal vigil, a practice which he 
took from Christian monks. Thus, scholarship is there, but it is sub- 
sumed under a controlling idea whereby it becomes a subjective intui- 
tion rather than a deduction or a conclusion. 

Schedl also discusses Sura 55, "the Merciful [Al-Rahman]" (pp. 
133-69). Without giving any direct and explicit reason, he declares the 
Sura to be Madinan against the evidence of the entire tradition of 
Muslim and Western commentators. In the "Superscript" (p. 135) he 
suggests that the root r-h-m means the womb but that it comes to mean 
the emotion of love in the world of the Old Testament. But even if we 
accept this, what has it to do with Madina in particular? The whole 
argument is rather cryptic. The book is interesting and, at times, 
tantalizing but quite eccentric. 
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ACADEMIC WORKS ON THE QUR AN 

With regard to the Christian works on the Qur'an briefly reviewed 

above, it should be remarked that the quality of their sympathetic 
understanding, indeed, even empathy, is striking. The sheer and, in 
some cases, crude missionarism of an earlier age has evolved into a 
genuine effort to understand the Qur'an and its message. True, this 
effort is undertaken by scholars who are conscious Christians and as 
such one cannot say that these attempts are entirely successful. Again, 
there is a big difference, in terms of understanding at least if not of 
scholarship, between a Jomier and a Basetti-Sani or a Cragg and a 
Schedl. Yet, it is undeniable that their efforts have been not only 
sincere and sympathetic but, and largely because of this, insightful and 

perceptive. In fact, it can be safely concluded that these works register 
a remarkable advance over earlier Christian works, not just in human- 
itarian terms but in terms of both scholarship and insight. 

Unfortunately, one cannot say this for the majority of the works we 
shall look at in this section, which treats of purely "academic" works. 
We shall take notice only of three works, the first being John Wans- 

brough's Qur'anic Studies. I have spoken briefly of it in the introduction 
to my Major Themes of the Qur'a-n and in my contribution to a forth- 
coming volume titled Islam and the History of Religions. 12 Wansbrough's 
thesis is that the Qur'an's genesis lies in the Jewish (and, to some 
extent, Christian) traditions, that the formation of the Qur'anic text 
was not completed until early ninth century C.E. (that, therefore, the 
Islamic tradition according to which the vulgate text of the Qur'an was 
fixed by a committee under the third Caliph, cUthman, is a fiction), 
and that the text thus exists essentially irrespective of whether 
Muhammad ever existed or not. A fundamental contention is that the 
Qur'an is the canonized form given to part of a large mass of materials, 
including prophetical logia, and that there are no sharp lines between 
the canonized text and the rest of the tradition. 

The author, of course, has to reject (as he, in fact, does) all early 
Islamic history as fake in order to attempt his objective and relies on 
what he calls "the method of literary analysis." Of this analysis I have 
given some examples elsewhere.13 Here, we may raise certain further 
points for consideration. The work as a whole has the character of a 
series of excogitations on the basis of vague generalizations because the 
author has chosen to deprive himself of concrete historical data. On 
pages 1 and 20, for example, a generalization is made about the "indi- 

12 Fazlur Rahman, in Islam and the History of Religions, ed. Richard C. Martin (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1983). 

13 Rahman, ibid., and Major Themes. 
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rect style" of the Qur'an in an attempt to prove that the addressees of 
the Qur'an (sectarian Jews) already knew the details of the Jewish 
prophetical literature well. But it is patent that the Qur'an does the 
same with authentically Arab history and even contemporary person- 
ages: the Qur'an mentions no names but refers to them and events con- 
nected with them only indirectly. Basically, the Qur'an is (divine) com- 
mentary on the Prophet's milieu and his struggle. 

In his discussion of miracles (p. 7) Wansbrough quotes Qur'an 
37,168 "only if we had a reminder of the ancients." The word "reminder" 
(dhikr) has nothing to do with miracles and it has never been employed 
by the Qur'an in this meaning. It rather refers to a phenomenon 
frequently mentioned in the Qur'an, namely, that many Arabs, on the 
eve of Islam, were in search of a new divine dispensation in order to 
believe in it, rather than believe in Jewish and Christian creeds to 
which they were often invited.14 Because he has given up on history 
and, consequently, the principle of the chronology of the Qur'an as 
well, Wansbrough's discussion of miracles becomes irremediably viti- 
ated. The fact is that, while the Qur'an had accepted the miracles 
attributed to earlier prophets, when the opponents of the Prophet 
insisted that he also bring a miracle, the Qur'an gave a curt reply that 
miracles were out of date and useless because they were ineffective even 
against opponents of earlier prophets (17,59), and in 6,33-35 the 
Qur'an sharply reprimands the Prophet for demanding miracles of 
God. Wansbrough shows no awareness of this whole phenomenon, 
undoubtedly because of his methodology. 

On page 24, Wansbrough assures us that the formula of commission 
(i.e., "We - God - sent so and so as a Prophet to. .") appears in the 
Qur'an "exclusively for non-Biblical Prophets." Yet, this commission 
formula appears with reference to both Noah and Moses, neither of 
whom is a nonbiblical personage: "We sent Noah to his people" (7,59; 
11,25); "We had sent Moses with Our signs and clear authority" 
(11,96); "We sent Moses with Our signs [and commissioned him] to 
bring his people from darkness into light" (14,5), et cetera. It must con- 
stantly be borne in mind that since Wansbrough gives no credence to 
the historicity of the Prophet's mission, the Qur'an appears to him not 
as a living expression of his preaching but as "the mechanically repeti- 
tious employment of rhetorical conventions. and the stridently polemical 
style [which] all suggest a strongly sectarian [Jewish] atmosphere in 
which a corpus of familiar scripture was being pressed into the service 
of as yet unfamiliar doctrine" (p. 20; my emphasis). 

14 Rahman, Major Themes, chap. 8. 
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This quotation brings out all the basic problems fundamentally 
bedeviling Wansbrough's methodology. First of all the repetitions of 
the Qur'anic stories, instead of being the anxious invitations of a 
preacher, become mechanical juxtapositions of "different traditions." In 
order to "prove" this thesis, the author has given a comparative analysis 
of three versions in the Qur'an of the story of the Prophet Shucaib (pp. 
21-25) but has given no clue why these should be regarded as three 
separate traditions, let alone separate sources of these traditions. 
Second, he gives no indication throughout the book who brought these 
"traditions" together. When did the "unfamiliar doctrine" spoken of in 
the above quotation emerge and at whose hands? Third, Wansbrough 
says that the Jewish-(Christian) scriptures were so familiar to the 

Prophet and his audience that the Qur'an refers to them only 
elliptically. But listen to this statement of the Qur'an addressed to the 
Prophet: "Never before [the Qur'an] did you ever recite a book [scrip- 
ture], nor write it down with your right hand [an obvious sarcasm at 
the Jewish scribes], for in that case those [Meccans] who give you the 
lie would have had some [real] ground for doubting your message" 
(29,48). The Prophet had, then, no direct acquaintance with earlier 
scriptures. Wansbrough's aim is to turn the views of both Muslims and 
modern Western scholars on the point upside down, but without any- 
thing that can be called not only a proof but even a semblance of proof: 
a "revolution" without any basis, tools, or substance. The entire Arab 
background of the Qur'an is denied and aJewish one substituted, with 
little evidence except the author's wishful thinking. 

Fourth, and finally, the author's acquaintance with the text of the 
Qur'an is quite dubious, even allowing for his deliberate distortions. As 
shown above,15 sweeping statements are made which fly in the face of 
the obvious texts of the Qur'an. 

Yet, despite Wansbrough's total skepticism of early Islamic historical 
materials, he can give them full credence when it suits him. A glaring 
example is to be found on pages 38-43 in the traditional account of the 
confrontation between Jacfar ibn Abi-talib (one of the Muslims who 

emigrated to Ethiopia early in Muhammad's preaching career in 615 
C.E. under persecution of the Meccan pagans) and the Nagus, the 
Christian ruler of Ethiopia. Under questioning from the Nagus, Jacfar 
narrates certain essential features of the faith of Islam. Among these, 
there are some that appear in the Qur'an considerably later, in 
Madina. Because of this apparent anachronism, some Westerners like 
Caetani rejected the historicity of this account (or, at least, part of it). 
Now Wansbrough affirms the full historicity of the account and uses it 

15 See also Rahman, Major Themes, and in Martin, ed. 
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as a proof for his thesis that, in fact, the content of Jacfar's speech 
consisted of Prophetical logia, which eventually found their way into the 
canonical text of the Qur'an. This is one naked example (among many) 
of Wansbrough's running with the hare and hunting with the hound! 

The second work that comes under notice in this category is John 
Burton's The Collection of the Qur'n. 16 The thesis of this book is that the 
Qur'anic text, as we now have it and in the arrangement we have it, is 
the work of the Prophet himself, in antipodal opposition to Wans- 
brough's thesis that the text was not complete until the early ninth 
century C.E. Both authors, therefore, think that the traditional Muslim 
view that the Qur'anic text was finally edited and arranged under 
cUthman is a fiction. But while Wansbrough brings no proof as to why 
the tradition should have pegged the final collection of the text on 
cUthman, our present work in its entirety seeks to prove just that. But, 
as we shall see presently, Burton's argument, though highly ingenious 
and remarkable for its clarity, is extraordinarily speculative: he brings 
no positive evidence worthy of the name to prove that the Prophet him- 
self "edited, checked and promulgated" the Qur'an; his argument is 
rather negative, namely, that the traditional story of the collection of 
the Qur'an, swallowed by Western scholars, is a fiction. Let us now see 
briefly how the fictional character of this account is proved. 

In his "General Conclusions," Burton states the logic of this historical 
process in a manner that is contradictory. Thus, on page 329 we are 
told, "The motives underlying the [fiction of] cUthman's collection of 
the Qur'an have been shown to derive from legal scholars' attempts to 
smuggle into the Qur'an-texts unwarranted interpolations designed to 
support local [legal] opinions on certain debated topics and calculated 
to swing the argument in their favor. Without this motive [i.e., without 
Companion codices to suppress]-cUthman's collection collapses." 
That is to say, the fiction of cUthman's edition was concocted by 
Muslims to suppress variant readings contained in the alleged Qur'an 
codices of different Companions that had been invented by scholars of 
law to bolster their respective legal opinions on certain points, which 
means that the cUthman text must have been much later than appeals 
to Companions' codices. However, on page 228 we read, "But if, as has 
now been argued, appeal to the Companion codices is a common 
exegetical and especially an Usul i[i.e., legal schools'] device, aimed at 
countering, elucidating or even evading the cUthman text, the so- 
called Companion codices could only have been posterior, not prior to 
the CUthman text. That would rob the CUthman text of its entire raison 

16 John Burton, The Collection of the Quran (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977). 
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d'etre...." But, besides this obvious discrepancy, Burton forgets that 
the same consideration would destroy his own thesis that the Prophet 
himself had finally and absolutely fixed the Qur'an text, since 
differences in legal opinions necessarily arose after the Prophet and, 
therefore, they would destroy the Qur'an text a fortiori. Which legal 
school would dare do that? 

Further, Burton's speculation that both the theory of variant 
readings and the doctrine of abrogation of certain Qur'an texts by God 
were invented to allow for a variety of interpretations and legal opin- 
ions has not at all been proved by him. To take the question of variant 
readings first, it is certainly not true to say that all or even most variant 
readings are legal in nature. This does not need much of a proof: one 
has only to go to Qur'an commentaries to find out that variant readings 
of legal import constitute only a small number. In fact, contrary to his 
contention against Noldeke-Schwally that they do not realize or do not 
realize enough that the Qur'an for Muslims is primarily a source of 
law, the fact is that the Qur'an is primarily a moral teaching (hidaya); 
the utmost that can be said is that Muslim legists do not distinguish 
between morality and law. But this apparently does not help Burton's 
contention. Indeed, Burton claims that first legal differences emerged 
among Muslims and only then variant readings emerged. In this con- 
tention he also brings as evidence the second-century dictum of certain 
legal circles that "the Sunna [i.e., practice or Muhammad's practice] 
judges the Qur'an but the Qur'an does not judge the Sunna." He 
disproportionately accentuates the "rivalry" between the Qur'an and 
the Sunna and contends that the Sunna had been formulated inde- 
pdedently of the Qur'an and then made to override the latter (a conten- 
tion that ill-accords with his just-stated view that for Muslims the Qur'n 
is, above all, the primary source of law). No serious attempt has ever 
been made by modern scholars to define precisely the meaning of this 
dictum which, in all probability, means that, through the Sunna 
(which is applied Islam), one can elaborate and extend the import of 
the Qur'an but not vice versa. In any case, to say that, long after the 
Qur'an text had been absolutely fixed by the Prophet, schoolmen 
successfully attempted to introduce changes into it in the interest of 
their own opinions is less than amusing in view of the Muslim belief in 
the Qur'an as being literally the Word of God. 

On the question of abrogation (naskh), I agree with Burton that the 
juristic doctrine of abrogation has nothing to do with the Qur'anic dicta 
on the subject and that the jurists simply projected their own ideas onto 
this term. But beyond this, Burton's treatment of naskh is even less 
satisfactory than his assertions on variant readings. In order to prove 
that the Qur'an, as it stands, contains all that was ever revealed to 
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Muhammad and that nothing was abrogated or replaced, in sum, that 
the Revelation and the Book (mushaf) are coextensive, he interprets 
those verses of the Qur'an in which this phenomenon has been spoken 
of not as abrogation of a verse but as changes in and replacements of 
laws and customs of the Arab society or the Jewish community by new 
Qur'anic enactments (pp. 236-37). He never cites one example, a 
single precedent for the use of the term "verse" (aya) in the sense of a 
law, custom, or institute of a society. Of course, just as we said before 
in the case of variant readings, the Qur'anic statements on abrogation, 
changes, and replacements (under divine command) do not refer 
primarily to laws but to certain other phenomena which I have dis- 
cussed at some length in my Major Themes (chap. 5). In fact, Burton has 
fallen in his discussions of variant readings and abrogation into the 
same mistake in which Muslim legists fell, and he has done so largely 
because of them. 

As I said at the beginning of this review, the book is ingenious and its 
argument interesting, except that it is all too excessively speculative 
and unprobative of what it sets out to prove. 

The third work to be noticed in this category is Angelika Neuwirth's 
Studien zur Komposition der Mekkanischen Suren.17 Neuwirth has also 
written several articles on the literary structure of the Qur'an. The 
present work is her doctoral dissertation submitted to and accepted at 
Munich in 1976 with "but few revisions" (foreword). Since the book 
deals purely with the literary and stylistic aspects of the Qur'n and is, 
as the author admits in the foreword, highly technical in parts, and 
since I have not studied this aspect of the Qur'an in any depth, I will be 
content with certain descriptive remarks. Muslims themselves have 
written much, since the very early centuries of Islam, about the literary 
qualities of the Qur'an and its "inimitability." But the author's work is 
in the setting of Western works on the literary composition of the 
Qur'an. Unlike earlier Western scholarship which dissected the Qur'an 
suras into smaller passages or even verse units, Neuwirth holds fast to 
the traditional Muslim doctrine that the suras are the basic units of the 
Holy Book and that the Prophet himself had completed each sura. She 
also believes, in opposition to Burton and Wansbrough, that the textus 
receptus of the Qur'an was fixed under cUthman, as the Muslim 
tradition has it. 

The main thesis of the work is that the literary composition of the 
Qur'an does not fit the classifications Western scholars have put it in. It 
is neither spiritual poetry nor prophetical speech of the kind repre- 

17 Angelika Neuwirth, Studien zur Komposition der Mekkanischen Suren [Studies toward the compo- 
sition of the Meccan suras] (1981). 
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sented by the Old Testament (as made out by Wansbrough), nor yet is 
it the work of a "preacher" as that word is normally understood. 
Rather, the Qur'n is material for recitation as its name implies and for 
liturgical use. For this reason, its formal features must be investigated 
to appreciate it as it deserves to be appreciated. 

Neuwirth states explicitly (pp. 1-2) that, even though different 
passages of a sura may have been called forth each by a peculiar histor- 
ical event which was the "occasion" for its revelation and may have 
treated a special theme, it is not this theme (or the substance) which is 
of interest from the point of view of literary science but the fact that 
such a theme was given a certain literary form and inserted into a sura 
as a totality. It seems to me that in many instances this contention is 
correct. But surely it is not true of the entirety of the Meccan suras, for 
in many of them there are insertions from the Madinan period or even 
from a later Meccan period. But many of these insertions, while they 
have a thematic connection with the preceding verses of the sura, differ 
in style, rhyme and so on (e.g., the Sura of Mary [19], vv. 34 ff.). The 
body of the book deals with the analysis of verse formation 
(Versgliederung), verse groups, passages, and suras. The discussion of 
rhyme, its forms and parts, together with a detailed review of earlier 
writers-particularly Noldeke-Schwally-takes up a large part of the 
book (nearly 110 pages). The next chapter (chap. 3) deals with the 
structure of the verse, followed by the structure of the suras. In chapter 
5, the author makes an excursus into the word accent in the Qur'an 
(which is, indeed, a very important phenomenon) and the position of 
this problem in the history of the language and, finally, provides a 
structural analysis of several Meccan suras. 

WORKS CONCERNING QUR'ANIC EXEGESIS 

In the end, I should take notice of three works concerning Qur'anic 
exegesis. One of these is The Qur'an and Its Exegesis, being the English 
translation by Alford T. Welch of the German work Koran und Koran- 
Exegese by Helmut Gatje.18 Gatje has provided, primarily for the non- 
specialist reader, a very helpful sample of representative Muslim 
Qur'an commentaries on a number of themes and doctrines set out in 
the Qur'an. The purpose is to introduce the layman to salient features 
of the Qur'anic teaching as understood and interpreted by standard 
Muslim commentators themselves. While the bulk of the book gives 
citations from medieval Sunni commentators, certain characteristic 

18 Helmut Gatje, The Qur'an and Its Exegesis, trans. Alford T. Welch (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1977). 
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features of the Shlc doctrine, as derived from the Qur'an, have also 
been covered, as are also certain major aspects of the philosophical and 
mystical schools in Islam. 

The passages have been carefully chosen in that they provide a 
straightforward introduction to the doctrine, ritual, and practice in the 
Qur'an without involving subtle complexities. In the introduction, the 
author provides a brief account of Arabia before Islam, Muhammad 
and his teachings, Islam after Muhammad, and the early development 
of exegetical schools in Islam. 

The second work in the exegetical category is Paul Nwiya's Exegese 
coranique et langage mystique with the subtitle Nouvel essai sur le lexique 
technique des mystiques Musulmans. 19 As both the subtitle and the content 
of the book show, this work seeks to supplement Louis Massignon's 
classic work on the development of the mystical idiom in early Islamic 
centuries titled Essai sur les origines du lexique technique de la mystique 
Musulmane.20 Nwiya has, since 1956, published numerous works on 
Sufism, including several on Ibn cAbbad al-RundY whose original texts 
he has also edited. Also, paralleling Louis Massignon's Recueil de textes 
ingdits concernant d'histoire de la mystique en pays de I'lslam, Nwiya prepared 
(I do not know if it was published) Nouveau recueil..., which shows the 
deep influence on him of his classic compatriot.21 

The present work of Nwiya is highly scholarly with careful analysis; 
although it does not manifest the profundity and original insight of 
Massignon, his conscientious historical learning is invaluable. The 
essence of his argument is that the development of mystical vocabulary 
in Islam stands squarely within the commentatorial activity of the 
Muslims on the Qur'an and that Sufi ideas developed out of the 
interpretation of certain Qur'anic terms. According to the author, these 
ideas were not forced on the Qur'an which, given Sufi spiritual devel- 
opments in Islam, lent itself naturally to such interpretation. Yet, 
Nwiya says in the introduction, "To institute the Law, as the Qur'an 
does, seven centuries after its abolition by Christianity [!] was an 
anachronistic act which, sooner or later had to force the religious con- 
sciousness into an impasse and led the Sufis to break this impasse by 
putting once again into question the God of the Law in order to re-inte- 
grate itself into the movement of history" (p. 8). So, after the advent of 
Christianity, law has become irrelevant to moral and spiritual life and 

19 Paul Nwiya, Exegise coranique et langage mystique. Nouvel essai sur le lexique technique des mystiques 
Musulmans (Beirut: Catholic Press, 1970). 

20 Louis Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexique technique de la mystique Musulmane, 2d ed. 
(Paris, 1954). 

21 Louis Massignon, Recueil de textes inedits concernant d'histoire de la mystique en pays de 'Islam 
(Paris, 1929). 
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to restore it is to stand in the way of historical progress! Yet, among the 
Sufis Nwiya has discussed, not one has advocated either abrogation or 
suspension or evasion of the Law; on the contrary, their standard 
teaching has been to develop spirituality within the Law. Indeed, the 
early pages of the introduction reveal a certain pathological attitude of 
the author toward everything except Sufi experience which alone gives 
the concrete reality of life: Islamic philosophy and theology are abstract 
and unreal (and the Law is, of course, a prison)-indeed, the entire 
Arabic language, except that of the Sufis, makes one live in a choked 
atmosphere disconnected from objective reality. 

But the substance of the book, as we said earlier, is very scholarly 
and shows an unusual capacity for analysis along with an intimate 
acquaintance with Sufi literature. Nwiya traces what he regards as 
relevant exegetical Sufi literature, from Muqatil ibn Sulaiman (d. 
150/767) who, he admits, was no Sufi but who in his commentary on 
the Qur'an, gave several meanings to a single word, depending on its 
contextual situation. Although Muqatil did not arrange these mean- 
ings (wujluh) in any order, in his treatment, according to Nwiya, we 
perceive a movement from the literal or the concrete to the imagina- 
tive. Next come HakTm al-Tirmidhi (d. 285/898) and Jacfar al-Sadiq 
(198/765), the great Imam of the Shica and a great scholar of Sunni 
Islam. We also notice, as Nwiya himself remarks (p. 160), that this 
development is not chronological but logical. While al-Tirmidhi-verti- 
cally hierarchizes the meanings of the Qur'anic terms - as opposed to 
Muqatil who had left them "horizontal" -on the basis of his Sufi experi- 
ences, in the hands of al-Sadiq (if the Qur'an commentary attributed to 
him is genuinely his) there is a transition from the image to experience: 
"There comes to be established a new exegesis [of the Qur'an] which 
does not consist in reading the words of the Qur'an but in reading an 
experience in a new interpretation of the Qur'an" (p. 161). 

Next we meet the figure of Abu-Sacid al-Kharraz, a contemporary of 
al-Tirmidhi, who probably died in 287/900. Al-Kharraz is one of the 
greatest early Sufis, both in terms of his experiences and his 
systematization of the Sufi doctrines. Nwiya describes at length in 
chapter 11, titled "Structure and Language of the Experience," al- 
Kharraz's elaboration of the spiritual "stations" (maqamat) of the mystic. 
All the technical terms are taken from the Qur'an. The author says, 
while describing this new "moment" of Sufi spiritual development as 
represented by al-Kharraz, "A moment, where having assimilated and 
made his own the Qur'anic language, the mystic is no longer an exegete 
of the vocabulary of the Qur'an but an exegete of his own experience 
and of the language of this experience.... In essence, it is a language 
that refers to nothing but experience and does not define itself except 
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through the content of this experience" (p. 211). This description 
hardly differs at first sight from that given above about JaCfar al-Sadiq, 
but probably the author means that, whereas the latter had read his 
experience into the words of the Qur'an, the former reads the Qur'an 
itself into his experience. Nevertheless, the last part of this quote has 
not been happily phrased. 

Finally, in chapter 4, we pass, thanks to the contributions of Nuri 
(second half of the third/ninth century) and al-Niffari (second half of 
the fourth/tenth century), from experience to the rise of genuine 
symbolism in Sufism. The grand march from the word of the Qur'an to 
the image, from the image to the experience, and, finally, from the 
experience to the symbol is complete. At every stage, the author gives 
rich illustrations in terms of elaboration of key words and ideas, and, 
therefore, the work is a rich mine of information, a worthy supplement 
to Massignon's work. I think it deserves to be translated into English. 

One may well ask the author, however, what has been gained by the 
creation of symbols. A symbol is something that suggests something 
else, usually spiritual, either by reason or by convention or by experi- 
ence. Apparently, the apotheosis of symbols among certain circles in 
modern times is due to this last type since experience is held by them to 
be the real meaning of life. But once a symbol has been created by 
experience, it becomes conventionalized and ceases to point to that 
experience. Symbols also have life, and they decay and become devoid 
of meaning like anything else. The real thing, then, is experience itself 
and not the symbol as such. Now, the Qur'anic term aya means symbol 
exactly in this sense: not only are the verses of the Qur'an but the entire 
universe is held by the Qur'an to be symbols of a higher truth in 
precisely this sense. But, then, it is up to the experient to experience this 
higher truth. The Sufi has done it in his own way, but whether he has 
done it correctly or meaningfully must be judged by the Qur'an's 
message itself. To recall my introductory remarks, one cannot help but 
suspect that this exercise has been undertaken through certain ulterior 
motives, consciously or unconsciously, despite the intrinsic worth of 
the substantive part of the work itself. 
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